The heterogeneous structure [1,2] implies that a very few nodes may play the critical role in maintaining structural and functional properties of a large-scale network. Identifying these vital nodes is one of the most important tasks in network science [3, 4] , which allow us to better conduct successful social advertisements [5], immunize a network against epidemics [6], discover drug target candidates and essential proteins [7], and prevent cascading breakdowns in power grids [8], financial markets [9] and ecological systems [10]. Inspired by the nested nature of real networks [11], we propose a decomposition method where at each step the nodes with the lowest degree are pruned. We have strictly proved that this so-called lowest degree decomposition (LDD) is a subdivision of the famous k-core decomposition [12,13]. Extensive numerical analyses on epidemic spreading, synchronization and nonlinear mutualistic dynamics show that the LDD can more accurately find out the most influential spreaders, the most efficient controllers and the most vulnerable species than k-core decomposition and other well-known indices [14-17]. The present method only makes use of local topological information, and thus has high potential to become a powerful tool for network analysis.
This causes new nodes with degree 1 k  to appear. These are also removed and the process stops when all remaining nodes are of degree 1 k  . The removed nodes and their associated links form the 1-shell, and the nodes in the 1-shell are assigned a k-shell value ks=1. This pruning process is repeated to extract the 2-shell, that is, in each step the nodes with degree 2 k  are removed. Nodes in the 2-shell are assigned a k-shell value ks=2. The process is continued until all higher-layer shells have been identified and all nodes have been removed. Recent empirical and theoretical studies [10, 14] both suggest that the kshell index is a good measure of a node's influence: a higher ks indicates a larger influence.
A severe drawback of the k-core decomposition is that ks is not sufficiently distinguishable as each shell may contain numerous nodes. Some modified methods are recently proposed, mainly via replacing degree in the decomposition process by other centralities or combining k-shell index with other centralities (see such variants of the k-core decomposition in Ref. [4] ). These modifications bring some certain improvement in accuracy, together with complicated details that clouds our understanding about network organization. Here we propose a even simpler decomposition method named as lowest degree decomposition (LDD for short). Firstly, the nodes with the lowest degree are removed, which form the 1-shell under LDD and are assigned a value Ls=1. Then, the remaining nodes with the lowest degree are removed, which form the 2-shell with Ls=2. This pruning process stops when all nodes have been removed. A notable difference from k-core decomposition is that LDD peels off every shell at once, without any iterations. Taking the well-studied Zachary karate club network [25] as an example, figure 1 illustrates the results from k-core decomposition ( Fig. 1a ) and LDD ( Fig. 1b Figure 1c shows the associated matrix for the Zachary karate club network, from which one can observe that for each ks value, there can be one or more associated Ls values, whilst each Ls value is only associated with one ks value. This is not a coincidence. Indeed, we have strictly proved that LDD is a subdivision of k-core decomposition, that is, nodes in one k-shell can be assigned by different Ls values, while nodes with the same Ls value must belong to one k-shell. In addition, given any two nodes i and j,
The proof is presented in the Supplementary Section I.
We further improve the resolution of LDD by utilizing the neighborhood information. Denote  is set to balance the contributions from i itself and its neighbors. We can also define the k-shell+ index in a similar way. Notice that, though later we will show that LDD+ and k-shell+ indices perform better than LDD and k-shell indices, we do not think the former are better than the latter since we have to tune one parameter in LDD+ and k-shell+ indices, while LDD and k-shell indices are parameter-free.
To see whether LDD can be used to characterize individual nodes' influences, we use 9 real networks from disparate fields for experimental analyses. They are all simple networks, where directionality and weight of any link are ignored and self-loops are not allowed. In brief, there are one word network (AdjNoun), two communication networks (Email-Enron and Email-URV), two biological networks (PPI and Enzyme), two social networks (Dublin and Hamsterster), and two power grids (Bcs and Ops). Detailed descriptions, corresponding references and topological statistics of these networks are presented in Supplementary Section II. We compare the proposed methods, LDD and LDD+, with six benchmark indices including k-shell [14] , k-shell+, degree, betweenness [16] , Hindex [15] , and mixed degree decomposition (MDD) [17] . The precise definitions of betweenness, H-index and MDD are shown in Methods. In the later experimental analyses, if an index contains a tunable parameter, its value will be turned to the one corresponding to the best performance.
We first test whether LDD can well quantify a node's influence in spreading dynamics by applying two standard spreading model, the susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model and the susceptibleinfected-susceptible (SIS) model [26] (see Methods for the model descriptions). For SIR model, the influence of a node i, say Ri, is defined as the number of eventually recovered nodes averaged over 1000 independent runs, each of which starts with node i being the sole infected seed. For SIS model, the influence of a node i, say Pi, is defined as the probability that node i is infected at time t when t →. In simulation, Pi is obtained by averaging over 1000 independent runs, and in each run averaging over 100 time steps after the system reaches a dynamic-equilibrium state, where as many infected nodes become susceptible as susceptible nodes become infected. Given Ls of all nodes as ( ), 1, 2, , s L i i N = , and the node influences for SIR and SIS by simulation as Ri and Pi, respectively, we apply the Kendall's Tau ( ) [27] , namely ( , ) suggesting their superiority in identifying influential spreaders. In the SIR model, when  is very small, the disease cannot spread out and the infected node only has a small chance to infect its immediate neighbors, so that the problem to estimate a node's spreading influence becomes trivial and the best index is just the number of neighbors, say degree. In contrast, when  is very high, the disease will infect a large percentage of the population, irrespective of where it originated, and thus the individual influence is meaningless. Accordingly, we mainly focus on the range around the epidemic threshold [28] . Table 1 reports the values of ( , ) s LR  for all considered indices at the threshold of each network. One can observe that LDD+ and k-shell+ perform much better than other indices, and subject to the average value of  , LDD+ is slightly better than k-shell+. For SIS model, in each run, 20% of randomly selected nodes are initially set to be infected and others are susceptible. Since local hubs can self-sustain the spreading, the predicted epidemic thresholds based on mean-field approximation [29] usually deviate from the true thresholds of real networks. Therefore, for the nine real networks under consideration, we use simulations to determine the thresholds c  . In practice, given a network, we start with 0.01
 =
and increase the value of  by a step length 0.01. The numerically estimated c  is the first value in the  sequence such that the system reaches the dynamic-equilibrium state in each of 1000 independent runs. Generally speaking, the estimated threshold is slightly above the true value, but as the resolution is 0.01, the deviation is very small. Table 2 reports the values of ( , ) s LP  for all considered indices at the threshold of each network. Similar to the result of SIR model, LDD+ and k-shell+ perform much better than other indices, and subject to the average value of  , LDD+ is slightly better than k-shell+. Next, we test whether LDD can dig out influential nodes in a synchronizing process subject to their controlling efficiency under pinning control [30, 31] , which is an effective method to drive the system from any initial state to a targeted synchronized state (see Methods for the description of pinning control and how to measure individual nodes' influences). As shown in Table 3 , LDD+, k-shell+ and MDD are competitive to each other, and perform better than the other five indices. (from large to small) and the inverse ranking of extinctions. We compare performance of the 8 indices based on 27 real ecological mutualistic networks (details about these networks are presented in Supplementary Section III). As shown in Table 4 , LDD+ performs best among all considered indices, and LDD performs better than k-shell index. Therefore, LDD can be used as a powerful tool to identify the most vulnerable species in a mutualistic ecosystem. In summary, according to extensive experiments n representative network-based dynamical processes, LDD+ show best ability to identify influential nodes, and LDD performs better than kshell index. Therefore, we conclude that the lowest degree decomposition is an effective method to unfold hidden information of networks. We have implemented robust analyses (see results in Supplementary Section IV), suggesting that the advantages of the lowest degree decomposition still hold for other normal settings of dynamical parameters. Scientists have already proposed some variants of k-core decomposition by introducing additional parameters and more complicated operations, or by directly combining k-core decomposition with other centrality indices. Overall speaking, those methods sacrifice elegance for better performance. In contrast, as a novel decomposition method, LDD is even simpler than k-core decomposition and the strong mathematical tie between LDD and k-core decomposition is very clear. Analogous to k-core decomposition, LDD can also be extended to deal with directed networks and weighted networks. In addition to the identification of influential nodes, LDD can also be used as a powerful toll for network visualization and as a criterion to validate the network evolution models.
Methods
Kendall's Tau. We consider any two indices associated with all N nodes, 12 ( , , , ) Ecological Mutualistic Dynamics. The networked mutualistic dynamics can be described a set of nonlinear differential equations with i=1,2,…,N [10,32]: where d>0 is the death rate, s>0 is the self-limitation parameter encoding the competition of resources that limits a species' growth, ij a is the element of the adjacency matrix A, ij  is the interacting strength between species i and j,  is the half-saturation coefficient. In the experimental results reported in Table 4 , we set the initial density for every species i as (0) 1 i x = , and fix d=0.2, s=1 and 1  = . If a species' density has decreases to 0, it is considered to be extinct, so the extinction order of all species can be obtained by numerical simulation.
